Abstract.
stratosphere. An overabundance of ozone in the troposphere causes air quality problems, while a 50 deficit in the stratosphere leads to enhanced exposure to UV. Ozone measurements are thus required to 51 maintain our understanding of these processes and are required over times scales of hours to years, and 52 from single point measurements to vertical profiles to the mid stratosphere. Measurements are required 53 over hours at single locations to characterize air quality, while regular profiles over decades are 54 required to characterize stratospheric ozone loss and to contribute to climate modeling.
55
Historically, the first ozone profile information was extracted from the Dobson measurements with 56 the discovery of the Umkehr effect in the 1930s [Götz et al., 1934] . In optimal (blue sky) conditions at 57 sunrise and at sunset two coarse resolution (δz ≈ 7 km) vertical ozone profiles from about 15 to 50 km 58 could be retrieved by this technique and the first stratospheric ozone climatology created [Dobson et 
88
Since the late 1960s the vast majority of vertical ozone profile information is from individual 89 ozonesonde flights. The instruments used are all based on measurements of an electrical current from 90 an electrochemical galvanic cell which is a measure of the amount of ozone sampled. The current is 91 generated when ozone in the air, which is bubbled through an electrolytic solution, reacts with iodide 92 ions in the electrolyte in the cell. Variations of this principle, described in detail in section 2.1, led to 93 the Brewer-Mast (BM) ozonesonde [Brewer and Milford, 1960) , the Japanese KC ozonesonde 94 [Komhyr and Harris, 1965; Kobayashi and Toyama, 1966] , and the electrochemical concentration cell 95 (ECC) ozonesonde [Komhyr, 1969] 
146
The two electrons arise from the electrolyte saturated in iodide at the anode by the oxidation of iodide: 
169
The back ground current i0 is a measure of the residual signal with "zero-air" (no ozone) at the 170 ozonesonde inlet. Originally, i0 was attributed to side chemical reactions with oxygen and therefore, 171 expected to decrease with altitude; however, Thornton and Niazy [1982] and Thornton [1983] and 172 other empirical evidence from laboratory tests, suggested that i0 is constant independent of altitude. integrated from 1000 hPa to 1 hPa, or 1.8% for a 300 DU ozone column. These i0 values will be 177 discussed again in section 3.2, but the value of i0 does not affect comparisons between cells with 178 similar backgrounds, and is thus less important for the work here.
179
The flow rate FR is well characterized in the laboratory preparation at surface pressure as shown 180 in the box and whisker plot of the flow rates, Figure 2 , measured at the different stations. techniques was the SPARC-IOC-GAW study [WMO, 1998 ]. 
328
Differences in the details of these comparisons at the different stations are described below. 346 from EN and 6 from SP; out of each set of 6 ozonesondes, 3 had a 0.5% and 3 a 1.0% KI solution 347
concentration. Thus, a set of nine pairs are available for each "provider-solution" combination, Table   348 2. Table 2 . Table 2 also contains bulk fits to all data from Sodankylä,
479
Wallops Island, and Laramie without differentiation according to pressure. Figure 5 and Table 2,   480 upper two boxes, display the remarkable consistency amongst all the data from the varied sources.
481
Note the consistency of the mean ratios and their standard deviations from all data sources. 
531
The coefficients for the transfer function representing the ratio of ozone sensed at the differing 532 concentrations were calculated as a weighted mean (according to sample size) of the individual 533 parameters given in Table 3 for all datasets considered in the analysis. These values comprise the final 534 row in each box in Table 3 . Not all data from each dataset were used due to unstable ratios at 
568
The JOSIE data present a larger spread than in the previous case and individual simulator runs are 
644
The relationship is not steep enough for the Sodankylä measurements at pressures < 30 hPa.
645
Differences such as these led to the alternate transfer functions using first to third order polynomials in 
731
The conclusions arrived at from the analysis described here are the following: 
